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ABSTRACT
Virginia sallow is a rare plant species distributionally
centered around the Appalachian Mountains and extending
outward f rot that into the Ohio River and Chesapeake Bay
watersheds. The species occurs in parks of the Rational
Capital Region but has declined so ouch that only twelve
slena (four plants) grow naturally in the wild. In the
past 93 years there has been a 64% reduction in nusber
of sites or populations in the Potomac watershed, all or
most of which are associated vith Rational Park Service
areas. Several factors associated vith the population
decline are discussed. The Bost probable factor for
recent decline on Theodore Roosevelt Island is soil
compaction. Kanagenent reccaaendations are given.
1W1WJUUU11US

Taxonoaists and taxonomic geographers generally assess the rarity or
coEaoness of a species by the nuober of preserved speciaens exsdned,
which Kay be supplemented at tines vith nonguantative and limited field
observations. Such assessments are often found in state and other local
floras and occasionally in regional floras. When the conclusion of
rarity is drawn by several authors independently of one another for their
respective local areas, the reality of the situation tends to be
confined. Consultation of local floras and other literature estimated
to cover about 95% of the range of Virginia Ballow (Stda heraaphrodita
(L.) Rushy), as well as exwdnation of hsrbsriua specimens, show this
species to be rare and distributionally centered around the slopes of the
Appalachian Mountains froa which it radiates out along certain river
drainages (Thomas 1379b:51-55). The natural distribution of this species
on the eastern side of these mountains Is confined to the Potomac River
and Susquehanna River watersheds. Within about the last 100 years
approximately two-thirds of the populations have been extirpated in those
parts of each watershed that has been exanined in the field
(ibid. 153,54). At present, a plant species cannot be legally declared
endangered or threatened in only a part of its range, no Batter how rare
it is. Before such status could be considered or deterained, the rest of
the eastern distribution, and all the western distribution, would need to
be investigated in the field.
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Along the Potomac River there are 14 site* where Virginia aallow exists,
or h&s existed, and all but 2 or 3 are located on Rational Park Service
property Cite** lS79b:54). Of these 14 sites, this rare species is now
found on 5 (ibid.) of which 3 are on land administered by the National
P«rk ServicelRock Run, Maryland, now adadnistered by the Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal Rational Historical Park; Dyke Marsh, Virginia, a part of the
George Kashington Manorial ParJreay; and Theodore Roosevelt Island,
District of Coluafcia, also acteinistered by the GtM Parkway. Five sites
and perhaps 6 sites where it no longer occurs are on property
adadnistered by the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal NBP. This is a decrease of
64% of the nucfcer of sites or populations of Virginia mallow along the
Potcstac River. Theodore Roosevelt Island res&ains the only site
adadnistered by the Rational Park Service on a natural substrate. With
the T.R. Island population dying out, trrf the population on Plun&ers
Island (which was also on a natural substrate and adninistered by the
Rational Park Service) already extirpated within the pest decade, studies
were initiated for discovery of key factors associated with the decline.
The paucity of Park Serice populations and the ccnplete absence of
vigorous populations on natural substrates (as opposed to artificial
fill) have necessitated locating and then studying nonpark populations
for ecological factors.
Ecological factors, which were studied in the field on the few
populations discovered, include the kind of surrounding vegetation and
the nature of the soil including soluble soil salts (cations) and soil
texture vThoaas 1979b:5€-58).

The purpose of this paper is threefold. The first is to report the
results of consultation of local floras, not previously consulted, to
bring the geographic sanple of location and abundance to 100% fro* the
previously reported approximately 95% coverage (Thonas 1379b:52); then
recalculate, if necessary, the area! extent of the distribution. The
second purpose is to report on propagation studies. The third is to
explore (in the discussion of this paper), on the basis of present
knowledge, soae possible reasons for both the rare status of the species
as well as its decline and extinction. Fro* this can be derived scae
resource Banageaent actions.
Special thanks go to Michelle Powers who assisted ae in this study, and
to Mark Ohl who did the actual propagation for at.
NB9BDDB
The regional floras of Season (1352, 2i530) and Fernaid (1950:1004) and
the paper by Iltis (1963) were used as guides in determining the local or
state floras to consult for details on assessments of rarity and
population localities. An analysis of the geographic distribution of
Sida heraaphrodita by Iltis (1963) reduces its western range. Previously
consulted (Thomas "l979b:51,52) were floras that covered Maryland,
Virginia, District of Columbia, North and South Carolina, Southern New
Jersey, Delaware, West Virginia, and Western Pennsylvania. Floras for
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Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee, Michigan, Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania were consulted to conplete the natural
distributional coverage, as outlined by lids (1963), and go beyond that
distribution as a further check.
*
It* area of distribution in square kilcneters was obtained by using a
polar planimeter on the distribution nap (Figure 1). An average of three
readings was taken.
To learn cere about Its ability to survive, seeds were collected from
four populations (Luke, Westernport, and Rock Run in Maryland, and York
Furnace, Pennsylvania) In the fall (October 20) and winter (Decenfaer 1
and 7) «J 1ST? and planted in the greenhouse (in potting soil) March 13,
1978. fl* purpose of this propagation was to determine both germination
percentage and growth characteristics. Since the seeds were kept in the
laboratory over the winter without stratification, another set of seeds
from Rock Run were collected November 8, 1978, and planted the sane day
in an unheated greenhouse to allow natural stratification. One hundred
seeds were used in each of the Rock Run gemination trials and the
percent germination was tested statistically to determine whether the
differences were significant. Seeds were also collected at Dyke Marsh on
October 30, 1978, and planted at the greenhouse in potting soil Novenber
6, 1978.
On Rovenber 16, 1978, the height of the plants planted March 13, 1978,
was measured to determine how much growth occurred the first year from
seed. These were allowed to continue growth (in larger pots) a second
year. Once germinated, the plants were placed outside the greenhouse
during the growing season.
A number of populaticns were counted between October 20, 1977, and August
21, 1979. In each case the count was made two ways: a count of the
nuaber of stems and a count of the nunber of small clinps or groups. The
growth characteristics learned in the propagation studies were used to
delineate individual plants in the field.
RESOLTS

Dean excludes Sida heraaphrodlta from his Flora of Indiana (1940x1073),
but says it is rare; the evidence is that the one report, which has no
voucher specimen, was an escape from cultivation. Coulter does not list
the species for Indiana (1899:836). Mohlenbrcck (1975:314), Myers
(1972:33), Jones (1963:81), Mohlenbrock and Vbigt (1959:241), and Jones
and Fuller (1955:322,323) do not show the species as occurring in
Illinois. This further confirms that the herbarium specbaen in the
national Museum from Illinois was not a part of the Illinois flora
(Thomas 1979b:55). Seal and Wheeler mention the species in their
Michigan Flora and say it is rare (1892:78), but the analysis of Iltis
has already discounted the one station mentioned (Iltis 1963:107) as well
as other Michigan records. A more recent work (Smith 1961:225) does not
show the species for Michigan, thus confirming the analysis of Iltis.
Dean et al. make no mention of the species in Al»ha*aa and the adjoining
states (1573:102-105).
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Figure 1. Map of part of eastern United States shoving distribution
of Sida hermaphrodita. No norfc than one symbol per county.
Solid line, state boundaries; dashed line, some major river systems;
O, Susquehanna-Juniata River watershed distribution; •, Potomac
Rlvrr watershed distribution; •&, Flanawha-ohio River watershed distribution;
dfc., Tennessee River watershed distribution; -f* , Cumberland River watershed
distribution (see text for explanation). ,,_

C>3

Elliott does not show it (18241159-162) for South Carolina or Georgia.
Neither Wharton and Harbour (1971:306,307) nor Braun (1943:91) show tht
species for Kentucky. Britton does rot list th» cpscica for K2* Jersey
(1889:69,70) which confirm the analysis of an earlier report {Thcoas
1979b:55) that it i« not native in New Jersey.
Schaffner says (1932:143) that Sida herffigphrodita is "Reported for Ohio,
No Specimens", and Weishaupt lists the species for Ohio but gives no
locations (1968:154). Others, however, have seen specinens or listed
locations for this state (Thomas 1979b:52; Iltis 1963:106; Jennings 1953,
1:330). The locations shown for Pennsylvania by Wherry et al. (1979:252)
were already considered in 117 earlier paper (Thcoas 1979b:52T53),
however, in their consideraton of Appalachian taza they point out that
Sida hermaphrodita is not known northeast of Pennsylvania OJherry et al.
1979~:xiv). Gattinger mentions only one locality in Tennessee for eacn of
his publications (1901:119; J887:30); both localities are different.
These localities were already taken into consideraton in my earlier paper
(Thomas 1979b:52).
Thus, as previously reported (ibid.), the distribution of Virginia mallow
remains unchanged and its rarity is confirmed; but its distributional
area is much constricted and limited to certain watersheds and parts
thereof. Figure 1 shows the distribution, essentially by county as was
done previously (ibid.), but the symbols are placed closer to the rivers
and creeks involved and separated by watersheds or watershed groups. The
map does not show known extirpation, advent!ve or.introduced locations.
In the Atlantic Ocean watershed hhe species occurs only in the
Suaquehanna and Potomac River basins. Both rivers drain into the
Chesapeake Bay. The pattern is as follows. All Pennsylvania localities
and the Cecil County, Maryland locality are in the Susquehanna River
watershed, but in the following i&anner. The occurrence is along the
trunk of the Susquehanna, upstream as far as the Juniata River. It then
proceeds up the Juniata and two of its tributaries: Raystown Branch and
Tuscarora Creek, both of which tributaries are next to the divide for the
Potonac River watershed. The remaining localities in Maryland, plus
those in the District of Columbia and Virginia, are in the Potomac River
watershed, either along the trunk streaa (the Rock Run locality is near
the mouth not far from the Potomac) or along the North Branch (Luke,
Westernport).
All other localities for Virginia callow are in the Mississippi River
watershed. In fact, all are in the Ohio River basin. Those localities
in West Virginia are in the Kanawha drainage and those in Ohio are along
the Ohio River but not, apparently, upstreea of the confluence with the
Kanawha River. The Kanawha River drainage lies next to the Potomac River
basin.
TJO of the three localities shown for Tennessee are in the Tennessee
River zystan (French Broad River aiJ Katauga River). The Matauga and
Bolstor drainages of the Tennessee River lie adjacent to the Kanawha
drainage. The third Tennessee locality ia stated to be in the Cumberland
Mountain* near the Kentucky lint (A. Gattinger. 112991, U.S. National
Museum; cf. Iltis 1963:107) or Cuaherland Mountains in east Tennessee
(Dr. A. Gattinger, June 1886, f 11920, D.S.N.M.; cf. Iltis 1963:107).
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This may also be in the Tennessee River basin, but it may well be in the
Cumberland River watershed. It is shown in Figure 1 as in the Cumberland
River drainage. Future research may reverse this decision, but toe the
present it may r»n attention to the fact that field investigation should
be done In the headwater areas of the Cumberland River. Both the
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers join the Ohio River at points within
about 100 kilometers (straight line distance) of the confluence with the
Mississippi River.
Kith the restricted nature of the distribution now confirmed, the map
area was replaniaetered with a polar planimeter to give an estimated
distributional area of about 51,000 square kilometers (about 19,000
square miles) of which about 33% is estimated to be in the Atlantic Ocean
or Chesapeake Bay watershed. The measurements were made on the
assumption of one, more or less, continuous distribution and ,iot three
separate distributions as Figure 1 seems to show. Further research may
fin in the gaps or indicate extirpation of populations which may
intensify discontinuity of the distributional range. The reduction in
distributional area, which is probably closer to reality, is about 40% of
the area previously measured at 128,000 square kilometers (Thomas
1979b:53).
The results of the seed germination are sumarized in Table 1. The
median percentage is between 2.5% and 3.0% with a range of less than 1%
(Westemport) to almost 13% (Dyke Marsh). The overall germination
percentage for the six tests was 6.6% (1086 seeds planted; 72
germinated). Although the germination percentages are very low, all that
geminated survived, except for one plant in the second Rock Run group
which died 17 days after germination.
The germination between the two Rock Run plantings was not statistically
significant when tested for the significance of the difference between
two saanle portions (see Croxton 1953:263, 264 for calculation of test).
The probability of the difference was less than 0.6527 (two tail test) so
it clearly was not significant. A one tail test shoved probability of
less than 0.3264 which is still not significant; therefore, allowing the
seeds to be warm and dry (in the laboratory) over the winter, rather than
be cold and moist (outside) had no influence on germination.
It was noticed each year with first year plants that some flowered.
Fruits of the Dyke Marsh first year plants were examined and fourrl to
contain well-developed seeds.
Plants from seeds that were planted March 13, 1978, were measured for
height growth November 16, 1978. All these first year plants had a
single stem. Table 2 sunmarizes the measurements. The overall mean
growth in one season of the 17 plants was 0.99 meter in height with a
standard deviation of 0.15 meter and a range of 0.71 to 1.30 meters.
Second year plants had more than one stem. First year plants, then, can
be recognized by having one stem about one meter tall.
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Table 1. Sida hermaphrodita seed germination.

Source

Date Collected

Date Planted

York Furnace, Pa.

Oct. 20, 1977

March 13, 1978

240

5.0%

Luke, Md.

Dec. 7, 1977

March 13, 1978

80

2.5%

Wedternport, Md.

Dec. 7, 1977

March 13, 1978

160

0.625%

Rock Hun, Md.

Dec. 1, 1977

March 13, 1978

100

2.0%

Rock Run, Md.

Nov. 8, 1978

Nov.

8, 1978

100

3.0%

Dyk* Marsh, Va.

Oct. 30, 1978

Nov.

6, 1978

406

12.8%

No. Seeds

Gemination (%)

(ft

Table 2. Sida heouphrodita height growth in Mfeer» at end of first season f roa seed.

No. of Plants

Mean

Standard Deviation

12

0.97

0.10

0.78 - 1.12

Luke, M.

2

1.05

0.21

0.90 - 1.20

Westernport, NL

1

0.71

Rock Run, Md.

2

1,20

0.14

1.10 - 1.30

Population
York Furnace, PB.

Several ste»j frca tho MM plant give* a clusped or group appearance.
Counting cluaps instead of stens give*, then, a core accurate count of
the population, -foe small cluap l« interpreted in the field (on th*
basis of tha propagation study) aa being an individual plant derived from
a parent seed. Table 3 si war ires population size* of all population* of
Virginia sallow that have been cerwused.
DISCUSS ICH

Virginia mallow is dying out, not only as the result of extirpation of
whole populations (Thomas 1979b:53, 54), but also decline in population
vigor (Table 3). A decline frm 5 stens in August, to 4 in December of
the sax year at Rock Ran, was probably not a decrease in nusfcsrs of
individuals; but a decline at York Furnace frcar 45 staas to 2 would have
been a decline frm 11 individuals to no acre than 2, and perhaps only
one (Table 3). Unfortunately, re*U clunps were not counted on the
second trip to York Furnace or the first record for Rock Run because it
was not realized at the tine that that would provide a better assessment
of population numbers.
There are organisas that experience population fluctuations and cycles,
but the situation with Virginia sallow is unknown. For instance, I have
seen herbariu* records for York Furnace that show the species there in
Aug. 1861 (E. Diffenbaugh, Acadeay of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia;
Thcnsas 1979b:52). Certainly, the spring flood of 1978 on the Susqueharma
River (ibid.:57) is not the first flood since 1861 and that population
has survived for over 100 years. Yet, it appears that the flood of
Hurricane Agnes in 1572 (Thceas 1974:108, flood crest on T.R. Island,
June 24, 1972) completely extripated the Plunaers Island population and
reduced the T.R. Island population (Thcnas 1979b:53). I have closely
watched the population on the latter island since July of 1962 (Thcnas
1963a:9), and I recall that up to the tine of the flood of 1972, there
were 3 plants, each several cetera apart. The flood apparently reaoved
the plant closest to the shore.
In a study of the iapact of the flood of Hurricane Agnes on the flood
plain, moat species were affected; but the non-flood plain English ivy
(Bsdera helix L.) did not survive as well as the flood plain vegetation
(Thoaas 1974:110-112; note that the significance level is lower for flood
plain groups than for English ivy). In fact, the flood had no
significant affect on the collective survival of herbs (Theses, in press.
Table 27). It teens obvious that flood survival for this rare perennial
herb is quite low. In spite of the fact that it often occurs along river
banks (Fernald 1950:1004; Thoaas 1979b:56; and herbarium records). It
does not appear frca present knowledge to behave as as flood plain
species. As brought out in a previous paper (Thanas 1979bt56) all
populations do not occur on flood plains or grow, as deason reports
(1952, 2:530) on aoist alluvial soil. A further check on the flood plain
nature of the species might be revealed by knowing how its neds are
dispersed.

3. Population *i*m of Si da hemaphrodita in the Suequehanw and Potoroac Riwr vateraheda.

Nuaber of Staaa

Huaber of Individuals

Oct. 20, 1977

45

11

York Furnace, Pa,

Oct. 26, 1978

2

Oacil County, ML

O . 19, 1977

75

29

fteatcrnpoct, ML

Dec,

7, 1977

19

8

Rock Run* NdL

Aug. 11, 1977

5

Bock Run, ML

Dec.

1, 1977

4

T. R. laland, D.C.

July

1962

3

T. R. laland, D.C.

Hov. 18, 1977

2

T. R. laland, O.C.

Hay 26, 1978

2

T. R. laland, D.C.

Aug. 21, 1979

2

1

Dfk* M«rahr Va.

June 18, 1979

S

1

Population

PRbe of Count

York Furnace, Po.

2

A ten year pericd, 1962 through 1971, shows that th« discharge of the
Potomac River daring the growing season has generally increased (Tbcraas,
in press, Table 95). If the trend continues, or floods become nore
frequent or severe, populations that were formerly safe may be in
jeopardy. In a way that is analogous to atUnpting to extinguish every
natural fire and every native insect outbreak, daw have been placed on
rivers and streans for flood control. Stoaller floods are controlled but
larger ones are not. One possibility for investigation is that due to
dans on waterways, Virginia mallow has begun growing in areas where,
under natural periodic flooding by snail floods, it could not get started
and that under the artificial influence of people it has extended it*
range.

I :

A second factor to consider in the decline of the Virginia Bailor is its
place in succession. It is found in relatively open sunny habitats that
are partially shaded (Thomas 1979b:57). The vegetation at the sites
investigated is of an early succession stage nature (ibid., Table 2).
Its occurrence along river banks is probably due aore to its light
requirement than factors associated with floods. Although floods would
have a tendency to create sunny habitats, even without floods streans of
any size allow light to penetrate the forest edge. Cne Bight expect that
as the forest canopy closes that Sida hemsphrodita vill die out. On
T.R. Island the area where this species occurs was, in 1963, associated
with a fairly open habitat (Thomas 1963bt39); but the whole field or open
area at the nortn end of the island has become such closed in and shady.
One Bight suppose that this has strongly influenced the decline of the
species on the island (Table 3), for the one plant left is not very tall
anycore. In 1977 (Koveober 18} the rurviving plant was only 1.07 aeters
high; the one that did not survive was 0.64 meter in height. However,
the Bost extensive population seen was at Luke, Maryland, and it was
probably as shady or shadier than the T.R. Island site. At Luke the
tallest plants (about 2.3 neters) ar« associated with the shadiest part
of the area (Thomas 1979b:57). It would txs well to conduct experiments
and surveys with light to clarify this, but at present the evidence seeaB
to be that succession has not played a part in the species decline.
Virginia callow grows in a wide range of soluble salt (cations)
concentrations ijroa less than 100 ppa to at least 2200 ppa (Thoaas
1979btTable 1). This tolerance to high concentrations Bay be a key
factor in its survival and should be further investigated by testing a*ny
aore soils. It was suggested (Thomas 1979bt57) that the flood on the
Susquehanna River in 1978 Bay have created a aore favorable soil
envirornent for other plants since the soluble salts at the York Furnace
site after the flood was between 180 to 250 ppi (.ibid.:Table 1). (The
concentration before the flood is unknown.) But that can only be a pert
of the explanation for decline. I have seen Si da heraaphrod i ta at Rock
Run, Maryland since 1969 and it still appears~healthy and competing well
even though the soluble salts are less than 100 ppa (Thoaas 1979btTable
1). The site of Virginia mallow on T.R. Island was under water during
the Hood of Hurricane Agnes in 1972 (field notes for Table 23 of Thosaa
1974i108), but no fast influx of vegetation took place that even remotely
resrables the York Furnace situation.
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A fourth environmental factor concern* tht physical nature of tht soil.
Of swven sites investigated (Thomas 1979bi56) all had relatively loos*
soil due to sar«d or rocks; thus, the utructure is such to allow good
aeration and infiltration. It was suggested in the earlier paper (ibid.)
that tht recent decline on T.R. Island say be due to soil caspaction,
there being three trails that pees by and through the area. Rot only ar«
there trails in the area but there are two markers set in concrete. It*
soil at the T.R. Island site hca be-on p.ss>-.?d cs Sassafras sandy lorn
(Smith 1976xaap=heet 9) although the site is located close to the
boundary of Manor channery loom with rock outcrops. Both these soils, as
sapped for the District of Columbia, are well drained with moderate
permeability (ibid.:39, 40, 33, 34), These characteristics correlate
wen with the Held observation (Thooaa 1979b:56) of other Virginia
•allow sites. The aost heavily usad of the three trails is an official
trail constructed and Baintained by the Park Service. It leads to the
boat larding area (the dock of which was reaoved by the 1372 flood).
Another trail of mediu» use as ccepared to the official trail air] made
primarily by fishermen is parallel to the shore and joins the official
trail. Close to this junction are the Barkers set in concrete. Two of
the fonaer three S. heraaphrodtu plants were by this trail. The plant
that was Kissing after the flood of Hurricane Agnes was not only closest
to the water at normal uater levels but closest to these markers.
Coopaction of the soil from disturbance by the markers and the adjacent
path may have weakened that particular plant to the extent that the flood
carried it away while the sane flood left the other two plants which were
only a few meters away. The most recent plant to leave the scene (Table
3) was located closer to the official trail than the remaining survivor.
Of the former three plants it was the furthest from the river and was the
most vigorous. The third trail, however, which is the least used trail,
connects the other two trails (thus forming a triangle) and in so doing
passes right by the Virginia mallow plant which was there. This third
trail which was made and used by fishenaen and hikers, is so little used
at times that a trail can hardly be detected while at other times it is
well marked. The decline of this plant, now gone, seen to have
progressed with increasing use of this third trail. The plant was so
clcss to the trail that its roots could not possibly have escaped soil
coarjaction from the trail. (In 1962 this plant was at least two meters
tall, but in 1977 it was only 0.64 meter in height). The one survivor is
located near the fishermen's trail that parallels the shore. More should
be learned about the morphology of this species, particularly the extent
and pattern of root penetration of the soil. It is evident, however,
that of the probehle environmental factors associated with decline of the
species on Theodore Roosevelt Island, the coat important are associated
with the impact of people and their activities on the soil.
A fifth factor that probably has some bearing on the rarity of tht
species is the low germination of tht seeds (Table 1). Tht highest
germination of almost 131 does not appoar to be typical for tht specie*
(Table 1). However, 13% is still very low. Sweetflag (Acorus calamm
L.) seldom produces fruit (Ridley 1930tl83; fernald 19SOt385) or even
flowers (Thonas 1974s206) and yet it is rather abundant. Tht ewoetflag
(erroneously called a native species in Thomas 1979ailOO) is outoompeting
the European yellow iris (Iris ps*udacorus L.) and spreading in tht large

marsh on T.R. island by vegetative means (ibid.). Fran field
observations (nuaerous buSs at the base of~plants ) as well «•
propagation of that (single stem produced first year only) Virginia
•allow apparently supplements its sexual reproduction by asexual means,
Spread by asexual reproduction presupposes an available habitat. Again/
•ore needs to be learned about the habitat requirements for the species.
Study is needed also to learn sore about how this species reproduces, or
fails to reproduce both sexually and vegetativeljr. Hhat accounts for the
low gemination? fl» test performed with the Rock Run seeds would
indicate that enviroment does not play a big part.
available evidence indicates that the decline of the Virginia Mallow
on T.R. Island is due to the activities of people in the area who are
unaware of their inpact. It is recacasrxfed, therefore, that the
following actions be taken to reverse the inpact and allow the
environrasnt to restore itself i (1) remove the markers fros the island
including their concrete base; (2) close all three of the trails involved
and enforce the closure; (3) reaove exotic plants from the area. This
last action will help keep the area open and Bay be the easiest of the
three to accomplish; it is also the least important action. Actions 2
and 1 are critical because they encourage people to walk around the
site. To accaoplish action 2 fishing will have to be banned frcn this
section of the island and that may well Bean banning fishing fro* the
whole island (which would benefit the whole park environment). Carrying
out acton 2 also means that dogs oust be physically restrained to the
unclosed trails without exception and people also oust remain on these
saae trails. Since enforcing of dog leashing seens never to have been
successful, it Bay be easier to prohibit dogs entirely from this park
(which would also benefit the wildlife).
OCNCECBXOMS
Factors influencing the rarity, decline, and disappearance of Virginia
•allow were made, and management recoBBsndations for saving the plant on
Theodore Roosevelt Island were given on the basis of these factors.
Managenent recommendations are centered around the reaoval of
objects (markers and trails) and the exclusion of people and their pets
in this area of the island.
The anaylsis pointed out a nuober of deficiencies in our knowledge of
this rare species that would be valuable and essential to our
understanding of its ecology and eventually its manageaent especially in
areas like Theodore Roosevelt Island which are by law under a natural
constraint for resource mangenent (47 Stat. 163, 164). Specifically
mentioned were the ooopletion of field geography to determine overall
status of the species, the study of aeed dispersal as well as how it
reproduces and why seed germination is low, learn the habitat
requirements of the species including both the role that floods play on
the natural vegetation as well as light requirements, determine the
pattern of root penetration through the soil, and learn the role that
high concentrations of soluble soil salts play in the ecology of the
species.
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